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Task

• Which damper configuration extracts the smoke “best” under which conditions?
• Smoke extraction performance as a function of geometrical configuration and environmental parameters (fire power, extraction rate, ...).
• “Best” understood as:
  – highest smoke quantity extracted in given time
  – shortest extension of smoke zone
  – best quality of smoke layering in smoke zone
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Results: Extraction Effectiveness
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Results: Soot Quantity
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Results: Visualisation
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Conclusion

• A configuration with a finely distributed net of extraction dampers stands out by the following performance:
  – Its extraction effectiveness grows faster than and reaches steady-state before the others;
  – Its effective smoke zone extension is minimized;
  – The smoke layer remains stratified;
  – The smoke quantity remaining in the tunnel is minimized.

• The variation of the fire power and the exhaust flow does not affect this performance.

• The quality of the extraction is decisive for the self rescue of the people from the smoke zone during the first minutes of a fire.
Thank you for your attention!